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Abstract

Taking practical and effective traffic prediction and control measures to ease highway traffic congestion is a significant issue in the research field of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS). This paper develops a Hierarchical Fuzzy Rule-Based System (HFRBS) optimized by Genetic Algorithms (GAs) to develop an accurate and robust traffic congestion prediction system employing a large number of input variables. The proposed system reduces the size of the involved input variables and rule base while maintaining a high degree of accuracy. To achieve this, a hierarchical structure composed of FRBSs is optimized by a Steady-State GA, which combines variable selection and ranking, lateral tuning of the membership functions, and optimization of the rule base. We test the capability of the proposed approach on short term traffic congestion problems, as well as on benchmark datasets, and compare the outcomes with representative algorithms from the literature in inferring fuzzy rules, confirming the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, traffic congestion on highways is a global issue: in fact, almost all of nations suffer from it, to varying degrees. Among other problems, it causes business losses due to increased travel time, requires increases in public infrastructure investment, and threatens urban environmental quality due to the extra emissions involved. It has been estimated by the Transport White Paper (March 2011) that the costs caused by congestion will increase by approximately 50\% by 2050. For these reasons, traffic control to ease highway traffic congestion is a significant issue in the research field of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS).

Therefore, the prediction of traffic congestion is a vital component of ITS, which aims to influence travel behavior, improve mobility, and save energy. Traffic predictive information can be used either by drivers directly to avert potential traffic blocks, or by traffic management and control systems to ensure traffic flow.

Over the last decades, some of the most used algorithms for traffic forecasting have been based on the Kalman Filter (KF) ([28, 36]) and the Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) ([2, 54]). Although these methods have improved traffic modeling and prediction, there are still some shortcomings in dealing with predictions. For instance, KF tends to generate overestimation or underestimation that deteriorates the prediction accuracy when the traffic condition undergoes very significant changes; on the other hand, ARIMA mainly targets single variable time-series data, instead of using a richer dataset.

In studies with richer datasets ([17, 43, 47, 50]), traffic flow, occupancy and speed have been found suitable for predicting traffic conditions in the short run. In particular, the results in ([17]) indicate that the traffic flow and occupancy prediction accuracy was higher than the speed. Other studies like ([6, 34]) imply either that predictions based on traffic flow are more reliable through information theory to analyse a subset of real data from Austin, Texas; or that the use of occupancy, which is proportional to density, is a better indicator of traffic condition ([34]). However, there are some other contradictory findings, where the speed was found to be favoured over flow and occupancy, because they are more efficient and meaningful for the users ([43]).
In general, four input variables suitable for capturing and predicting traffic conditions have dominated the literature: mainline flow, occupancy, speed, and ramp flow.

In recent years, several soft computing techniques have received much attention and enabled an encouraging level of performance for traffic prediction purposes. These techniques can be broadly classified into Support Vector Machines (SVM) ([44, 52, 55]), Neural Networks (NN) ([10, 25, 29, 46]), Fuzzy Rule-Based Systems (FRBS) ([16, 60]), and Genetic Algorithms (GA) ([11]). Furthermore, combinations or hybridizations of these have brought about promising results, such as the genetic optimization of NN ([51]). There are some other studies like ([41, 61]).

Among these techniques, the large number of variables involved may produce inaccurate prediction on the part of SVMs, due to the choice of the appropriate kernel function for the practical problem [52]. NN has obtained relatively better performance at traffic forecasting and has attracted more attention. However, the local optimum and generalization ability limit its effectiveness. The reason for this is that the synaptic weights and thresholds of NN are random and time-consuming to initialize ([25]). In addition, their performance mainly lies on the training process, and is especially affected by a large number of data with high quality and defined parameters ([40]).

Fuzzy logic ([57]) is usually adopted to deal with the complexity derived from traffic situations ([35, 37]). It allows processing uncertain information to be simply represented as simple rules, e.g. for the traffic congestion prediction problem. Traffic states, such as speed, occupancy and flow, are grouped into finite categories, such as high, medium, and low. Then, rules are created to relevant traffic states with congestion detection. For example, a rule can be: if the occupancy is high, speed is low, and flow is medium, then congestion is positive. Among Fuzzy Logic systems, FRBS is the most representative case, which has been applied in many kinds of complex real-world problems.

GAs are stochastic search algorithms, which are inspired by natural evolution principles of species in nature ([26]). GAs have often been used in the literature, since they can deal with extremely complex problems which are hard to solve by traditional methods ([30]). GAs have also been widely applied for FRBS learning and tuning. A number of papers have been dedicated to the automatic generation of the knowledge base of a FRBS ([5]). One of the most successful applications is Genetic FRBS (GFRBS), where a GA is used to learn or tune the components of a FRBS ([13, 37]).

The design of a FRBS is generally a time consuming and complex process. It involves knowledge acquisition, the definition of the controller structure, the rules, and the other parameters. When a traditional FRBS is faced with a large scale problem (i.e., with a high number of input variables), the number of rules increases exponentially while the obtained FRBS is barely accurate or interpretable. Up to now, one of the most important issues in FRBS is how to reduce the size of the rule base involved while maintaining an adequate accuracy. One feasible way to achieve this goal is to arrange the input variables hierarchically, which is known as hierarchical FRBS (HFRBS) ([8, 42]). HFRBS consists of a number of low-dimensional fuzzy systems arranged hierarchically. This way, the total number of rules grows only linearly with the number of input variables.

In order to implement these systems, several proposals have been presented ([8, 9, 14, 32, 48]). Some of them identify common parts of the set of rules and create submodules that generate these common parts ([9, 49]). In other schemas, the hierarchical level of each module refers to an increase in the granularity of the variables ([14]). The authors in ([32]) propose an approach of mapping rule-based schemes, referred to as a limpid-hierarchical fuzzy system, which aims at overcoming the problem that the outputs of the intermediate layers do not possess physical meaning. The work presented in ([48]) gives an introduction to hierarchical fuzzy control along with several examples by using evolutionary algorithms. The authors in ([8]) suggest the use of a multi-objective GA to learn HFRBS, especially dedicated to reducing the size of the rules and to improving the interpretability of the system. However, the curse of dimensionality is still an unsolved, and difficult problem in fuzzy logic control theory ([58]).

This paper is motivated by the circumstance that previous methods have their own advantages and disadvantages, and a particular previous approach may not be able to accurately predict traffic congestion with a high number of variables over the durations of the prediction period. For purpose of achieving more accurate and robust traffic prediction, we here propose a Genetic Hierarchical FRBS (GHFRBS) capable of predicting traffic congestion in multiple prediction horizons.

The original contributions of the proposal are as follows:

- The number of variables generated is small, and the selected variables are distributed in a set of serial hierarchical modules.
- GHFRBS significantly reduces the complexity of the fuzzy rules.
• GHFRBS performs a lateral tuning process of membership functions (MFs) and optimization of the rule bases of the systems in the hierarchy.

• This model allows the system to identify and rank input variables from among a large number of input variables.

A learning process based on a Steady-State GA for extracting the rule base is adopted by the proposed HFRBS. With the use of a hierarchical structure, a smaller number of variables are automatically selected to be the set of serial hierarchical modules. GHFRBS performs a lateral tuning of the data base of the fuzzy systems to improve the accuracy. It allows large scale variables to be treated with low complexity, due to its hierarchical structure and the use of its variable selection and ranking mechanism.

The present paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes some preliminary concepts and gives the details of the problem to be solved. This section also establishes the problem model with data support. Section 3 explains the implemented genetic learning based hierarchical fuzzy system, Section 4 describes the experimentation carried out and analyses the results. Finally, Section 5 draws some conclusions and outlines further research.

2. Preliminaries

This section introduces the data support of the proposed problem and gives the corresponding model. Moreover, a brief discussion of HFRBS is included.

2.1. Data Support

The data used is accessible on Performance Measurement System (PeMS\(^1\)). Figure 1 shows a screen capture of the application, which is composed of a large scale highway data collection, storage, and analysis system ([11]). This database gathers data from over 30,000 miles of highway in the state of California, USA. The information is taken every 30 seconds or 5 minutes, and is used to assemble a history of traffic measurements for every loop detector station in the site. This is publicly available for statistical and academic purposes.

The aggregate detector dataset is the cornerstone of PeMS. This dataset allows the users to examine information from loop detectors at several levels of spatial and temporal aggregation, average over the hour of the day (or days of the week), as well as quantity relations during 5-minute to one-month data points. The real dataset collected from different detectors are highly correlated among themselves. A detailed description of the dataset features is available in ([11]). According to the real system (PeMS), its result indicates, for first time, that vehicles travel at 60 miles/hour when a highway section is operating most efficiently (when there is maximum flow on the highway section). As reported in most of works like CoTEC ([7]), by characterizing highway traffic congestion in several US cities, the traffic state with speed [30-50] miles/hour is categorized as the slight level of congestion. In addition, we rationalize the distribution rate of congestion incidents in the preprocessed datasets through considering the characteristics of the data of PeMS and analyzing the congestion cases in the collected datasets, in order to test our system more effectively. In view of above considerations, a mean speed below 45 miles/hour is considered to be congestion in this study.

The study was conducted on a segment of the I-5 highway, in San Diego, California, 10.07 miles long and with changes from four to six lanes on the northbound side. Loop detectors were placed on the highway mainline approximately every one-third of a mile, as well as in each on-ramp and off-ramp segment. The traffic measures collected by the detector stations for every 5 minutes are the average speed, occupancy, and flow (number of vehicles). The data were collected from April 1 06:00 until April 30 22:59 2013.

A schematic graphic of the area site is provided in Figure 2. In this figure, a total of 68 loop detectors are distributed in 16 points along the main road ($MD_i, \{i = 1 \ldots 16\}$). In addition, 8 loop detectors are situated in the off-ramps ($OD_i, \{i = 1 \ldots 8\}$) and 11 loop detectors in the on-ramps ($ID_i, \{i = 1 \ldots 11\}$).

The purpose of this paper is to predict when conges-
tion is going to occur at point $MD_8$ (marked in Figure 2) with time horizons of 5, 15 and 30 minutes.

2.2. Data Simplification and Model

At first, it is important to note that loop detectors located in the main road report three different values:

1. flow: the number of vehicles per time period of granularity (5 minutes).
2. occupancy: the percentage of time that the detector is switched on (%).
3. speed: the vehicle speed measured and calculated at the detector (miles/hour).

On the other hand, the loop detectors located at the on-ramps and off-ramps only report the flow. In total, 223 variables are collected ($68 \cdot 3 + 11 \cdot 1 + 8 \cdot 1$). In this work, the derivatives of the variables may take on some importance. These derivatives are calculated as the difference between two consecutive samples, divided by the time step. This way, finally, 446 variables would be considered.

With the aim of simplifying the number of variables to be processed, the values reported by $MD_{(2...7)}$ and $MD_{(9...11)}$ are obviated. Since the traffic state will be influenced by its Up-stream, and Down-stream point with abnormal traffic state will affect the traffic condition of Up-stream point, one should consider this information when studying the state of congestion at the location of interest. As for prediction purposes, in this study, Upstream, Center and Down-stream traffic measurements at time $t$ will influence, to a certain extent, the point of interest traffic at time $t + h$ minutes approximately. The collection interval of the measures of the traffic is 5 minutes, while the aforementioned most efficient speed on the highway is 60 miles/hour. Therefore, data from points at about 5 miles before and after $MD_8$ are used. In addition, values coming from the same point of the road are averaged in order to obtain only 9 variables.

- $F_1$, $F_2$ and $F_3$ represent the averaged flow at points $MD_1$, $MD_8$ and $MD_{12}$, respectively.
- The same procedure is followed with the speed and occupancy, obtaining respectively, variables named $\{O_1, O_2, O_3\}$ and $\{S_1, S_2, S_3\}$.

As to the on-ramps and off-ramps, flow values from the ramps before and next to $MD_8$ are aggregated, yielding $\{IF_1, IF_2, OF_1, OF_2\}$ as the result.

The derivatives of the previous variables are also calculated and included in the dataset. They are denoted by $\{\Delta F_1, \Delta F_2, \ldots, \Delta OF_1, \Delta OF_2\}$.

After the simplification process, the 26 variables obtained are illustrated graphically in Figure 3, which can potentially be used to predict the highway congestion at the point of interest at the next time interval.

Thus, the congestion prediction problem is modelled as follows:

$$C(t + h) = f(F_1(t), F_2(t), \ldots, \Delta OF_2(t))$$ (1)
where $C(t + h)$ represents the predicted congestion state at time $t + h$, $h = \{5, 15, 30\}$ minutes. As mentioned before, the state is considered as congestion when speed $< 45$ miles/hour.

The prediction outcomes are used to provide effective warning of heavy traffic or congestion, properly integrated with the ramp meter control system in order to ensure traffic flow. For instance, if the algorithm predicts that a possible congestion may occur in a point, it may reduce metering rates of the upstream entrance ramps to cope with that situation.

2.3. Hierarchical Fuzzy Rule-Based System (HFRBS)

In HFRBS, the number of rules is reduced by decomposing the FRBS into a set of simpler fuzzy sub-systems linked hierarchically. In this hierarchical structure, the first level of the FRBS obtains an approximate output, then tuned by the second level FRBS. This procedure can be iterated in subsequent levels.

An HFRBS with serial distribution ([8, 59]) is used for methodology development and discussions throughout this study, in order to predict congestion at a desired point.

Figure 4 presents an example of an HFRBS with 4 input variables (b), in comparison with a classical FRBS with 4 input variables (a). Assuming the use of three MFs to fuzzify each input variable, and using a complete rule base that covers each combination of variables, it is found that the conventional FRBS (Figure 4(a)) must be composed of $3^4 = 81$ rules. But, using the HFRBS (Figure 4(b)), each low-dimensional fuzzy system consists of $3^2 = 9$ rules. Therefore, the total number of rules is $3 \cdot 3^2 = 27$. This indicates that the system enjoys a significant reduction in the total number of rules due to its hierarchical structure.

This way, supposing a fuzzy system with $N$ input variables and $M$ MFs for each variable, the rule base would be composed of:

- $M^N$ rules in a conventionally structured FRBS.
- $M^2 \cdot (N - 1)$ rules in a hierarchically structured FRBS.

Thus, given the 26 input variables in this study: $3^{26} = 2.5419e + 12$ rules would be necessary in the non-hierarchical FRBS, while only $9 \cdot (26 - 1) = 225$ rules would be used in the HFRBS.

In addition, in a hierarchical structure, typically, the most influential input variables are chosen as the system variables in the first level, the next most important variables are chosen in the second level, and so forth ([42, 59]).

In many traffic congestion studies, different variables, such as traffic flow, occupancy, speed, and their derivatives, have been used in a variety of prediction models. However, it is often debated which variables are better suited for this purpose ([6, 33, 56]). Therefore, another great advantage of HFRBS for traffic prediction is the ability of obtaining a better understanding of the usability of the available dataset, and determining which of its attributes are the most valuable. After the variable selection process (Section 3.1), the number of chosen variables will probably be smaller than 26.

3. Genetic Optimized Hierarchical Fuzzy System

This section explains the algorithm proposed for dealing with the problem of defining and tuning an HFRBS. As mentioned in Section 1, a serial distribution of modules will be introduced in this paper, where each FRBS in the hierarchy only uses two input variables. The first FRBS employs two external variables and the remaining ones use an internal and an external variable (Figure 4(b)).

In this proposal, an evolutionary process which evolves the HFRBS incorporates a set of functions that allow us to tackle traffic prediction problem with a large number of variables. These functions are:

- Evolution of the hierarchical structure, including variable selection and ranking.
- Lateral tuning of the MFs used to codify the input variables in each fuzzy system in the HFRBS.
• Optimization of the rule base of each fuzzy system in the hierarchy.

In the following subsections, some important aspects of the algorithm are mentioned. Then the mechanisms of the algorithm framework and specific characteristics are described.

3.1. Triple Coding Scheme

A triple coding scheme for hierarchical structure \( C_H \), tuning \( C_T \), and rule-base consequences optimization \( C_R \) is used:

\[
\text{Chromosome} = \{ C_H - C_T - C_R \}
\]

In the hierarchical structure part \( C_H \), a permutation encoding is used to represent the system. A hierarchical structure with \( N \) variables is encoded into a permutation of \( N + 1 \) elements. The representation is as follows:

\[
C_H = \{ h_1, h_2, \ldots, h_i, \ldots, h_{N+1} \} \tag{2}
\]

where \( h_i \in \{0, 1, \ldots, N\} \).

With this encoding, a value \( j \) in the \( i \)th position means the use of the \( j \)th variable in the \( i \)th position of the hierarchy. In addition, 0 means no use of variables from this point.

Assuming that \( C_H = \{4, 2, 3, 0, 1\} \) \((N = 4)\), Figure 5 illustrates the permutation-structural representation of the hierarchical fuzzy model.

As regards the lateral tuning part \( C_T \), a real matrix with dimensions \( I \cdot M \cdot N \) is adopted in the proposed model, where \( I \) is the number of input variables per module, \( M \) is the number of MFs to codify each input variable, and \( N \) is the total number of variables in the dataset. It could be represented more formally as follows:

\[
C_T = \{ t_{(1,1,1)}, \ldots, t_{(1,1,MI)}, \ldots, t_{(I,N-1,MI)} \} \tag{3}
\]

where \( t_{i,j,k} \) sets the value to use to modify the \( k \)th membership function of the \( i \)th input variable of the \( j \)th module in the hierarchy.

Instead of using the absolute position of the core of the MFs, the genetic lateral tuning process proposed in ([3]) is employed: for each set of MFs, a real value makes the core of the MF move within a predefined range centered on the position it would occupy in an equally distributed configuration. Figure 6 shows an example of how the codification works. In the top part, the initial uniformly distributed labels and the ranges in whose they can move are shown. In the bottom part, the final distribution obtained for an individual coded as \( \{0.5, 1, -0.5\} \) is presented. Each value represents the displacement along the range in which the MF moves.

A real coded matrix is used for the rule-base consequences part \( C_R \), where we consider the number of labels per variable \( M \), the total number of variables \( N \), and the number of input variables for each FRBS in level \( I \). The complete consequence base encoded as a part of real coded chromosome \( C_R \) is

\[
C_R = \{ r_{(1,1)}, r_{(1,2)}, \ldots, r_{(MI,N-1)} \}, \tag{4}
\]

where \( r_{(i,j)} \in [0,1] \) indicates the value to use as the consequent of the \( i \)th rule of the \( j \)th module in the hierarchy.
erarchy. No rule selection is carried out in this paper. For this reason, a rule base is composed by $M^I$ and the composed rules.

In this paper, $I = 2$ inputs are used per module, and $M = 3$ MFs per input variable. Figure 7 illustrates the triple coding scheme for the example with $N = 4$ possible input variables. In this figure, it can be seen that

- $C_H$ determines the number of modules by positioning the special character 0, so only the first three variables are used. $C_H$ also determines the order in which the variables are processed by the hierarchy; in this case \{4, 2, 3\}.

- Since only two inputs are processed by each module, and they are codified by 3 MFs, $C_T$ is codified as a matrix with $6 (I \cdot M)$ rows and three ($N$) columns. Each column sets the MFs of a module in the hierarchy.

- $C_R$ is a matrix with $9 (M^I)$ rows and three ($N$) columns. Again, the $i$th column represents the rule base to implement by the $i$th module in the hierarchy.

3.2. Genetic operators

The chromosomes that make up the initial population are randomly generated. Each individual is initialized with a random permutation of the values \{0, 1, ..., $N$\} in the $C_H$ part, an $(I \times M \times (N - 1))$ matrix of values in $[-1, 1]$ in the $C_T$ part, and an $(M^I \times N)$ matrix with values in $[0, 1]$ in the $C_R$ part.

For the whole system, the selection procedure is done by roulette wheel, where each chromosome is represented by a space that proportionally corresponds to its fitness. This way, better individuals get higher chances.

The ordered two-point crossover ([22]) is used as the crossover function for the hierarchical part ($C_H$). Interchange mutation is used for the mutation operator.

The ordered two-point crossover works as follows. Given two parent chromosomes, firstly, two random crossover points are selected to cut each parent into a left, a middle, and a right part. One offspring inherits its left and right parts from the first parent, and its middle part is filled by the sequence of genes in the second parent. The second offspring is generated the other way round: using the left and right parts from the second parent and the middle of the first one. This is one of the most popular and effective crossovers for dealing with permutations ([19, 21]). After the crossover operation, the implementation of the mutation is done by the interchange operator. It selects randomly two genes within a specific range (a relatively small interval), in order to be further improved by fine-tuning the chromosome.

For the real coded parts of the individual ($C_T$ and $C_R$), $BLX - \alpha$ crossover ([24]) and BGA mutation ([45]) are used. Both are widely employed in real-coded GA ([20, 23, 31]).

Given two parents $X = (x_1 \ldots x_m)$ and $Y = (y_1 \ldots y_m)$, for each $i$, $BLX - \alpha$ crossover creates two offspring by generating random values in the interval:

$$[\min(x_i, y_i) - \alpha \cdot |x_i - y_i|, \max(x_i, y_i) + \alpha \cdot |x_i - y_i|]$$

with $\alpha \in [0, 1]$.

For the same assumed $X = (x_1 \ldots x_m)$ as above, the $x_i$ obtained from the BGA mutation operator is

$$x'_i = x_i \pm \text{range}_i \cdot \sum_{k=0}^{15}(\alpha_k 2^{-k})$$

where $\text{range}_i$ defines the mutation range: it is set to $0.5 \cdot (b_i - a_i)$ in this paper. The sign (+ or −) is chosen with a probability of 0.5 and $\alpha_k \in \{0, 1\}$ is randomly generated with $p(\alpha_k = 1) = \frac{1}{16}$.

3.3. Chromosome Evaluation

In this paper, we will use the well-known mean absolute error (MAE):

$$\text{MAE} = \frac{1}{N_t} \sum_{i=1}^{N_t} |O_i - E_i|$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $E_i$ and $O_i$ are the desired and the obtained outputs for the $i$th sample in the dataset, and $N_t$ represents the number of training data.

In order to apply the roulette wheel operator for the crossover selection process, the value $(1 - \text{MAE})$ is used.

3.4. Mechanism and characteristics of the algorithm framework

The procedure of construction of the GHFRBS model is shown in Figure 8. The characteristics of this model allow the system to identify and rank the input variables by learning the intrinsic rules individually and mutually from the highly correlated datasets. The selection of the input variables and the ranking mechanisms are as follows.
• Initially, each input variable is selected to formulate the hierarchical fuzzy model randomly and equiprobably;

• The input variables with greater contribution to the objective function will be enhanced and get a higher opportunity to be selected in the next evolution;

• The genetic operators, i.e., crossover and mutation, provide a selection and ranking scheme by which the modules select the appropriate input variables automatically.

The proposed evolutionary algorithm framework is based on the well-known steady-state GA ([53]), shown in Algorithm 1. The steady-state GA benefits from selecting two individuals and combining them to obtain two offspring by crossover and mutation operators. Then, if these two new individuals are better adapted than the two worst individuals of the population, the former are included in the population by replacing the latter. Thanks to the advantage of this elitist strategy and elimination mechanism, the use of the steady-state GA allows a faster convergence and smaller evaluation number.

4. Experimentation

To evaluate the usefulness of the proposed method, namely, GHFRBS, an experimental study was carried out, which was organized as follows:

• Section 4.1 presents the experimental setup, including its datasets, techniques and parameters.

• Section 4.2 details the obtained results.

• Section 4.3 analyses the obtained results in detail, as to the accuracy and complexity of the obtained models.

4.1. Experimental Setup

This section presents all the datasets, techniques and parameters used during the experimentation, with the purpose of validating the performance of the implemented GHFRBS.

4.1.1. Datasets

As mentioned in Section 2.1, the proposed GHFRBS was implemented for a traffic congestion prediction
problem using traffic data obtained from PeMS. Descriptions of the 26 involved variables were also explained in Section 2.2. Finally, three datasets are generated in order to test the implemented system for congestion prediction, each one of them is designed to predict whether congestion is going to occur in the next 5, 15 and 30 minutes, and they are referred to as TRAFFIC,

\[ \text{TRAFFIC}_{5}, \text{TRAFFIC}_{15}, \text{TRAFFIC}_{30} \]


Table 1 summarizes the main features for each problem,

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
Dataset & \#Attributes & \#Cases \\
\hline
PIMA & 8 & 768 \\
RING & 20 & 7400 \\
SPAMBASE & 57 & 4597 \\
SONAR & 60 & 208 \\
TRAFFIC\textsubscript{5} & 26 & 6119 \\
TRAFFIC\textsubscript{15} & 26 & 6119 \\
TRAFFIC\textsubscript{30} & 26 & 6119 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

Table 1: Data sets considered in the experimental analysis.

4.1.2. Compared Techniques

In order to study whether the behavior of GHFRBS is comparable to some of the most used soft computing techniques, its performance will be compared with the following techniques in a variety of aspects:

- **Fuzzy AdaBoost** ([15]) is an improved version of the boosting algorithm AdaBoost ([18]) to deal with fuzzy rules.
- **Fuzzy LogitBoost** ([38]) employs a GA to extract fuzzy rules iteratively, which are then combined to decide the output.
• **Fuzzy Chi-RW ([12, 27])** identifies the relations between the variables of the problem and makes an association between the feature space and the space of classes, with the aim of generating the rule base.

All of the above methods are run by using *KEEL*, and the parameter values are configured according to the recommended setting.

### 4.1.3. Parameter Setup

The proposed algorithm has been run with the following parameter values: \(M_E = 100,000\) as the maximum number of evaluations, \(N_P = 100\) as the population size, \(p_c = 0.8\) as the crossover probability, \(p_m = 0.2\) as the mutation probability per chromosome. Since an analysis of the parameter sensitivity is not a major concern of this study, we did not perform any previous analysis to fix these values, and the parameters were selected in accordance with the standards of evolutionary techniques. Better results might be obtained by tuning them sufficiently. We set \(M = 3\) labels per variable for all the problems and methods in order to make the rule base not grow excessively.

All the experiments reported in this paper have been performed by a 5×2 cross-validation model. That is, the data set is randomly split into two parts of (approximately) equal size. The algorithm is then applied five times to each problem.

### 4.2. Results

The outputs generated by the GHFRBS are continuous values within the interval [0, 1], indicating the levels of congestion. In order to evaluate the prediction performance and compare it with other methods, the same measure of performance should be employed. The real outputs are rounded to and compared with the actual congestion indicator, i.e., 0 or 1. If errors occur, they are categorized as false alarm (false predictions of congestion or no congestion).

In this case, the model produces the final binary output: *congestion* or *no congestion*. It can be considered as a binary classification task. For the purpose of evaluating the classification accuracy of GHFRBS and comparing it with other techniques, the \(MAE\) (Equation 5) measure is chosen.

Table 2 collects the results, where the \(\overline{MAE}_{tra} \pm \sigma\) and \(\overline{MAE}_{tst} \pm \sigma\) columns are the average error rate values with standard deviation over the training and test data set, respectively; \(#R\) and \(#V\) stand for the average number of fuzzy rules and the average number of input variables used by the system, respectively; \(#R/V\) is the number of variables per rule. In the case of the presented GHFRBS, the number of variables (\(#V\)) also gives us the number of modules in the system, which can be calculated as \(#V = 1\) (see Figure 4 (b)).

\[ \overline{MAE}_{tra} \pm \sigma \] and \(\overline{MAE}_{tst} \pm \sigma\) reflect the performance of the algorithms over the datasets, while \(#R\), \(#V\) and \(#R/V\) indicate the obtained systems’ complexity.

Moreover, Table 4 shows the 26 variables that compound the *TRAFFIC* datasets and the order in which they have been included in the hierarchy for each one of the executions (when no number is shown, the variable has not been selected). With this, it is expected to be able to identify the most important variables in the dataset.

### 4.3. Analysis of the results

In this section, a detailed analysis of the obtained results is presented in terms of prediction accuracy, size and complexity of the obtained rule sets. Most importantly, a multi-perspective analysis of the results for the *TRAFFIC* problems is given.

#### 4.3.1. Comparison analysis of the obtained prediction accuracy

With respect to the accuracy of the algorithms \((\overline{MAE}_{tra|tst})\) in Table 2), it can be highlighted that:

- With respect to *PIMA* (8 variables), *Fuzzy LogitBoost* clearly outperforms the other approaches in general in the training set, but it does not show any clear advantages over the proposed algorithm in the test.
- For the *RING* dataset (20 variables), the accuracy of solution obtained by GHFRBS doesn’t outperform Boost algorithms.
- In the *SPAMBASE* and *SONAR* datasets (57 and 60 variables), the accuracy of GHFRBS is higher than the other algorithms.
- With the *TRAFFIC* datasets (26 variables), The results clearly show that the proposed approach is capable of predicting traffic congestion up to 30 minutes into the future with a high degree of accuracy (94%–96%). Meanwhile, it has obtained the highest degree of accuracy in all three *TRAFFIC* cases when compared with the rest of techniques. We complement the statistical study of the obtained test results by comparing each pair of techniques. In
Table 2: Comparison of the performance of Fuzzy AdaBoost, Fuzzy LogitBoost and Fuzzy Chi-RW with GHFRBS in terms of MAE\(_{\text{tra}}\) ± σ, MAE\(_{\text{tst}}\) ± σ, \#V, \#R and \#V/R.

Table 3, Student’s t-test for each problem used in Table 2 is shown. The symbols + and - indicate that the method in the row significantly improves/degrades the performance obtained with the method in the column. The symbol * denote a nonsignificant difference, and the symbol () means equivalence. The t statistic is calculated as presented in Equation 6.

\[
t = \frac{\overline{X}_1 - \overline{X}_2}{\sqrt{\frac{(N_1-1)s_1^2 + (N_2-1)s_2^2}{N_1+N_2-2}}}\]

where \(\overline{X}_i\), \(s_i\) and \(N_i\) represent, respectively, the mean, standard deviation and number of samples for each one of the techniques to be compared.

Using a 95% confidence interval (\(t_{0.05} = 2.021\)), the test indicated that the GHFRBS significantly outperformed all the other techniques on SPAMBASE, SONAR and TRAFFIC\(_{5,15,30}\) datasets. In addition, the proposed technique outperforms the other techniques in half the cases with a smaller number of input variables. One possibility is that the specific Boost technique is advantageous when solving problems with a small number of input variables.

Summarizing, the proposed GHFRBS obtains, in all cases, comparable performance to the most-used techniques, the best results in TRAFFIC problems.

### 4.3.2. Analysis of the obtained fuzzy models

When analysing the size and complexity of the obtained models, it is important to note that, given the parameters recommended for their use, Fuzzy AdaBoost and LogitBoost use a fixed number of rules (pre-established), while Fuzzy Chi-RW uses a variable number of rules and GHFRBS uses a variable number of...
modules (used variables) with a fixed number of rules.

First, the incorporation of a variable selection mechanism by the GHFRBS allows reducing the complexity of the datasets by using only less than one-half (on average) of the number of variables in the original datasets. In particular, in the TRAFFIC datasets, the number of variables is reduced to 40% approximately. More specifically, as to the complexity of the models, it is worth highlighting that:

- **Fuzzy AdaBoost** and **LogitBoost** always obtain less rules than GHFRBS, since the number of rules is pre-established as a parameter of the method.

- Furthermore, the complexity of the obtained rules is much higher than the one from the rules obtained by GHFRBS. Rules from Boost methods are formed by about 5 clauses in the antecedent part for PIMA, 13 for RING, 50 for SPAMBASE and SONAR, and 19 for TRAFFIC datasets.

- As to **Fuzzy Chi-RW**, the GHFRBS obtains fewer rules in all cases, with the exception of the SPAMBASE and SONAR datasets. In particular, for TRAFFIC datasets, Fuzzy Chi-RW obtains more than 500 rules, while GHFRBS gets less than 100, and with higher precision.

- It is also important to note that the rules obtained by Fuzzy Chi-RW always make use of all the variables in the antecedent part, while the ones derived from GHFRBS only use two.

To sum up, it is worth noting that in problems with a low number of variables, the precision does not show clear advantages over the other algorithms when the number of input variables decrease. Nevertheless, in problems with a higher number of variables as well as real traffic data, where there is greater dependence between them, a hierarchical structure and a lower number of input variables help to improve the classification accuracy and decrease the complexity of the fuzzy systems.

Figure 9 illustrates an example of the hierarchical structures obtained by GHFRBS in a dataset of TRAFFIC5. It also includes information about the obtained solution, such as the number of rules, the fitness function, and the values obtained for each of the measures. The average values are: $MAE_{tr}$ = 0.0307, $MAE_{tst}$ = 0.0333, $\#V$ = 4, $\#R$ = 27, and $\#V/R$ = 2. The problem has 26 input variables. They have been reduced, by selection, to 4 variables ($\Delta F_1$, $\Delta F_2$, $O_3$, $O_2$) and hierarchically ranked in three modules, where the output of the last module (Out3) denotes the prediction of the congestion state in the next 5 minutes.

4.3.3. Analysis of the input variables for traffic congestion prediction

In order to analyse the importance of each input variable involved in the congestion prediction problem, Table 4 shows the order in which each variable is selected for each one of the executions of the GHFRBS. Analysing the table, it can be concluded that:

- The variables which are selected with the highest frequency are $O_2$, $\Delta O_2$, $O_3$, $\Delta F_1$, $S_2$, $\Delta S_2$, $\Delta OF_2$.

- The variables chosen with the lowest frequency are $IF_2$, $OF_2$, $S_3$ and $\Delta F_3$.

- In the TRAFFIC5 problem, it is worth noting that variable $O_2$ is selected in each execution (with ranking positions 13, 7, 12, 14, and 4). Then, the variable $O_3$ is selected in four executions with ranking positions 5, 3, 4, and 3.

- As to the TRAFFIC30 problem, it is worth noting that the variable $O_2$ is selected in each execution (with ranking positions 1, 10, 11, 23, and 10), and the variable $S_2$ is selected in four executions with ranking positions 2, 1, 2, and 6.

$O_2$, $\Delta O_2$, $O_3$, $\Delta F_1$, $S_2$, $\Delta S_2$, and $\Delta OF_2$ are found to be the variables with the highest correlation with traffic congestion at the target point, while $IF_2$, $OF_2$, $S_3$ and $\Delta F_3$ are the least correlated with traffic congestion.

From the point of view of input variables, the results indicate that occupancy’s prediction performance is better than that of the speed or the flow. The same level of speed or flow may correspond to two distinct traffic states (free-flow or congested). This is most probably because it is affected by traffic composition and the vehicles’ length. From the perspective of location, the input variables at the point of interest are mostly selected, because traffic conditions are mostly associated with their own past values. In summary, the usefulness of an input variable for prediction depends on its ranking in the fuzzy systems and the frequency of its being selected.

5. Conclusions and Future Research

In this paper, we have proposed a novel approach, based on hierarchical fuzzy rule base systems and genetic algorithms, to build traffic congestion prediction systems from a high number of input variables.
The proposed GHFRBS has the following novel features: (i) thanks to its hierarchical structure, a smaller number of input variables are generated, and the selected input variables are distributed in a set of serial modules; (ii) the complexity of the fuzzy rules is reduced significantly because the number of input variables per modules is set to two; (iii) a Steady-State Genetic Algorithm and a lateral tuning process of the MFs are employed to automatically construct the FRBSs.

In order to test the performance of the new approach, we have applied it to the prediction of traffic congestion with real traffic data collected from PeMS, as well as benchmark datasets from KEEL. The obtained results are promising, and have demonstrated the simplicity of the fuzzy rules of the obtained models, and the effectiveness of GHFRBS for predicting traffic congestion with time horizons of 5, 15 and 30 minutes.

Last but not least, due to its serial hierarchical structure and its automatic ranking and selection of the input variables, our technique may explore a new research topic in the field of data mining, in obtaining a better understanding of the usefulness of the available datasets. This will be regarded as our future research.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Fuzzy AdaBoost</th>
<th>Fuzzy LogitBoost</th>
<th>Fuzzy Chi-RW</th>
<th>GHFRBS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PIMA</td>
<td>Fuzzy AdaBoost</td>
<td>(−)</td>
<td>+ (−)</td>
<td>* (−)</td>
<td>− (−)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fuzzy LogitBoost</td>
<td>+ (−)</td>
<td>+ (−)</td>
<td>* (−)</td>
<td>+ (−)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fuzzy Chi-RW</td>
<td>− (−)</td>
<td>+ (−)</td>
<td>+ (−)</td>
<td>− (−)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RING</td>
<td>Fuzzy AdaBoost</td>
<td>(−)</td>
<td>+ (−)</td>
<td>* (−)</td>
<td>− (−)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fuzzy LogitBoost</td>
<td>+ (−)</td>
<td>+ (−)</td>
<td>* (−)</td>
<td>+ (−)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fuzzy Chi-RW</td>
<td>− (−)</td>
<td>− (−)</td>
<td>− (−)</td>
<td>+ (−)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPAMBASE</td>
<td>Fuzzy AdaBoost</td>
<td>(−)</td>
<td>+ (−)</td>
<td>* (−)</td>
<td>− (−)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fuzzy LogitBoost</td>
<td>+ (−)</td>
<td>+ (−)</td>
<td>* (−)</td>
<td>+ (−)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fuzzy Chi-RW</td>
<td>− (−)</td>
<td>− (−)</td>
<td>− (−)</td>
<td>+ (−)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SONAR</td>
<td>Fuzzy AdaBoost</td>
<td>(−)</td>
<td>+ (−)</td>
<td>* (−)</td>
<td>− (−)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fuzzy LogitBoost</td>
<td>+ (−)</td>
<td>+ (−)</td>
<td>* (−)</td>
<td>+ (−)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fuzzy Chi-RW</td>
<td>− (−)</td>
<td>− (−)</td>
<td>− (−)</td>
<td>+ (−)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRAFFIC5</td>
<td>Fuzzy AdaBoost</td>
<td>(−)</td>
<td>+ (−)</td>
<td>* (−)</td>
<td>− (−)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fuzzy LogitBoost</td>
<td>+ (−)</td>
<td>+ (−)</td>
<td>* (−)</td>
<td>+ (−)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fuzzy Chi-RW</td>
<td>− (−)</td>
<td>− (−)</td>
<td>− (−)</td>
<td>+ (−)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRAFFIC15</td>
<td>Fuzzy AdaBoost</td>
<td>(−)</td>
<td>+ (−)</td>
<td>* (−)</td>
<td>− (−)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fuzzy LogitBoost</td>
<td>+ (−)</td>
<td>+ (−)</td>
<td>* (−)</td>
<td>+ (−)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fuzzy Chi-RW</td>
<td>− (−)</td>
<td>− (−)</td>
<td>− (−)</td>
<td>+ (−)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRAFFIC30</td>
<td>Fuzzy AdaBoost</td>
<td>(−)</td>
<td>+ (−)</td>
<td>* (−)</td>
<td>− (−)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fuzzy LogitBoost</td>
<td>+ (−)</td>
<td>+ (−)</td>
<td>* (−)</td>
<td>+ (−)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fuzzy Chi-RW</td>
<td>− (−)</td>
<td>− (−)</td>
<td>− (−)</td>
<td>+ (−)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Student’s t-test, performed over values obtained in the test set ($MST_{MAE_{1}}$, in Table 2).
Table 4: Order in which each input variable has been selected in each execution of the CHPBS. (-) means not used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ex1</th>
<th>Ex2</th>
<th>Ex3</th>
<th>Ex4</th>
<th>Ex5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TRAFFIC 30

Note: Each execution is represented by a line, with the variables selected in order from left to right.